The Coastal Manager Meeting was held June 21, 2018. All Managers and Assistants were in
attendance. The meeting convened at !0 A.M. due to game cancellation and unplayable fields.
1. Lengthy discussion of today's lack of notification of unplayable fields.
Suggested solution was to have a Board member make an early "eyes on" inspection and notify Walter
Aaron and Gary K of their observations. Three Board members to do so: Kaplan, Kohunsky ,Flynn. In today's
situation Walter was not notified by the ground crew.
2. Priority given to playing thru October for rain make ups and then a shortened tournament
3. Players have been solicited for interest in a change of teams or Leagues. Three takers or volunteers have
come forward and as promised no one will be involuntarily reassigned.
4. Summer break practices to be organized by Tony Spataro. End of July
5. Rosters will not be increased to 16 by the addition of four new applicants who have paid and played. Four
players will go to Legacy. A number of options and alternatives will be put into effect to prevent too many
players at games. Three players (Abernathy, Kohunsky, and Flynn are seriously considering going to
Legacy. Utilize one I.R. slot per team with defined time limits for the player. .Keeping the total roster to 15 will
avoid chaos and the burden this puts on Managers.
Freddie King to be formally nominated to be the Infinity Manager at the June 25th meeting. Plans developed for
an Assistant for Infinity. Tentative assignments for Rietzke, Duncan, Abraham and one more. One other
trade(swap) in process. Hondo Mayer for Richie Price. We are awaiting a fee from another player. After that
applicants will be placed in a player pool.
6.Discussed our scheduled June 29th meeting with Walter and the umpires,8:30 A.M at the Boathouse
restaurant regarding the reinstitution of the second and third base run thru . Alan Gerberg is preparing some
written field guidance of our recommendations for safety, accuracy of calls and instructions for players. To be
implemented the second half of the season. Kaplan,Spataro,Mike Watters to attend and our input limited to this
one subject. The vote to return to run-thru was 32 to 27.
7. Agreed to recommend to the BOD that a suspension ought to follow an ejection by an umpire as well as the
player involved leaves the field immediately.

Please be on the lookout on this site for the BOD minutes for the June 25 meeting

